General Terms
We are delighted that you are visiting our webpages and intend to benefit from our
services. The following terms apply to our webpages and services:
1.

Scope, Definitions

1.1. We, Grandhotel Neuschwanstein GmbH (hereinafter referred to as „GHN“ or
„we“) are pleased to offer you the opportunity, on our webpages at
https://shop.ticket-center-hohenschwangau.de (hereinafter referred to as
„Web Shop“), to purchase entry tickets for the Neuschwanstein and
Hohenschwangau castles or the Museum der bayerischen Könige (hereinafter
referred to as „Site(s)“).
1.2. We offer the tickets referred to in clause 1.1 (hereinafter referred to as
„Ticket(s)“) as an intermediary acting by order of the respective operators of the
individual Sites (hereinafter referred to as „Operator“). By purchasing a Ticket
you enter into a contract for entry to the Site with the respective Operator. We
are not a party to such contract. You will be informed of the identity of the
individual Operator and the terms applicable to your visit during the ordering
process.
1.3. These General Terms (hereinafter referred to as „GTC“) govern the contractual
relationship between you (hereinafter referred to as „Customer“ or „you“) and
us with respect to the use of our Web Shop and the ordering of Tickets. Your
actual visit to the Site will be governed by the contract terms of the individual
Operator, as already stated in clause 1.2.
1.4. Our offer to purchase Tickets is exclusively addressed to Consumers (other
users should please refer to clause 3.1) who are of legal age. You will be
considered a „Consumer“, if you are a natural person who visits our webpages
for purposes which are outside your trade, business, craft or profession.
1.5. Hereinafter, in clauses 2 and 3, you will find rules and regulations for use of our
webpages including, without limitation, restrictions applicable to the purchase
and re-sale of Tickets. In clause 4 you will find basic information and rules for
the ordering process and contract formation; and in clause 5 terms governing
the actual purchase contract.
2.

Use of our Web Shop

2.1. We reserve all right and title in, and with respect to, all content of our Web Shop
(such as images). You may use such content only for legitimate use of the
Web Shop as contemplated herein and may not otherwise use or reproduce
such content.
2.2. When using our Web Shop, all users are required to refrain from inhibiting or
overburdening the technical operation of our Web Shop and/or from negatively
affecting use by other users.

2.3. The information given in our Web Shop with respect to the individual Sites is
provided to us by the individual Operators and not independently verified by us.
We therefore cannot accept any liability or responsibility for the (in-)correctness
of any such information (see clause 5.5).
2.4. We consent to the placement of hyperlinks („links“) referring to our Web Shop,
provided that this is done for non-commercial purposes. Where we refer to a
third party site or content, this shall not be considered an endorsement of such
site or content by us.
3.

Limitations with respect to the Purchase and Re-Sale of Tickets

3.1. Only Consumers may legally order Tickets through our Web Shop. Business
customers are kindly requested to contact us through the Group Booking Form
or by E-Mail.
3.2. You will be notified of applicable conditions with respect to maximum numbers
of Tickets per order and/or purchasing price reduced Tickets (e.g. for children)
during the ordering process.
3.3. The Operators’ contract terms (see clause 1.2) regularly provide that Tickets
may not be re-sold commercially and that the non-commercial transfer of tickets
is subject to certain limitations. If there is reason to believe that you may have
violated such contract terms, we expressly reserve the right to (a) exclude you
from further access to the Web Shop, (b) reject or cancel Ticket orders and (c)
notify the respective Operator.
4.

Ordering, Formation of Contract, Correction of Errors, No Right of
Withdrawal

4.1. You can choose between the German and English language for formation of the
contract.
4.2. The presentation of Sites and Tickets in our Web Shop shall not be considered
a binding offer, but only an invitation to users to submit offers to purchase
Tickets (invitatio ad offerendum).
4.3. When using our Web Shop you can select Tickets for purchase by adding them
to your “cart”. It is not necessary to register in order to purchase Tickets.
4.4. In our Web Shop all prices are quoted as final prices including statutory value
added tax. We will charge a service fee and, if applicable, also additional fees
for your chosen method of payment, in addition to the Ticket price. You will be
notified of the amount of these fees during the ordering process. We will not
charge any additional cost over and above what is communicated to you in the
ordering process.
4.5. Our Web Shop allows you to edit your cart, to change the number of Tickets
ordered, and/or to delete Tickets, at any time prior to checkout. Once you are
ready to complete the ordering process, clicking on “checkout” will open a page
where you may enter all details required for shipment and payment and select

the method of shipment and payment. Once you have confirmed this, you will
proceed to a page which summarizes all order details. You have the option to
review and edit your order once again to correct errors or update your choices
(e.g. by changing data entries, the payment method or the number of Tickets)
by clicking on “edit” next to the item you wish to change. If you wish to
discontinue the ordering process at this point, you may do so by simply closing
your browser window.
4.6. Your order will become final and binding only when you click on the “order with
obligation to pay” button at the final stage of the ordering process. Up to this
point you may edit your order or discontinue the ordering altogether at any time.
4.7. Once you have clicked the “order with obligation to pay” button, you will be
prompted to effect payment according to your chosen payment method. Upon
receipt of the purchase price through your chosen payment method, the
purchase contract for the Tickets will have been concluded. You will receive the
Ticket as a file which you can print out at home promptly after receipt of your
payment.
4.8. You will also receive a confirmation of your order including the details of the
Tickets ordered, these GTC as well as the contract terms of the Operator by email. We are not obligated to otherwise record the contract terms.
4.9. You are expressly advised that Ticket purchases are not subject to any
right of withdrawal. You are therefore not entitled to cancel orders or
return Tickets for a refund. Statutory provisions on a right of Withdrawal
do not apply to our Ticket sales due to § 312g par. 2 1st sentence No. 9 of
the German Civil Code (BGB) .
4.10. If the Operator’s contract terms should allow you to return Tickets for a refund
or if the Operator should otherwise accept any return for a refund, you will not
be entitled to any refund of the additional fees invoiced in accordance with
clause 4.4.
5.

Contract Terms

5.1. Payment Terms
The purchase price for the Tickets is payable immediately upon submission of
the order. You can use all methods offered in our Web Shop to effect payment.
We use „SSL“ data transfer for encryption of your personal data in transfer.
5.2. Cancellation
We reserve the right to cancel Tickets if your online payment should not be
credited to our account or later reclaimed.
5.3. Delivery Terms
We currently only offer electronic Tickets for printing at home through our
Web Shop. We do not ship paper Tickets.

5.4. Errors in Issuing Tickets
If we should issue Tickets which do not conform with your order, we will make
reasonable efforts to enable you to visit the Site in accordance with your order.
If this should not be possible, you may withdraw from your order. You are
responsible to check whether the order confirmation and Tickets conform with
your order promptly after receipt thereof and to immediately contact us in the
event of errors. You will find more information on your options for contacting us
here. If you should fail to check and notify us in accordance with the foregoing,
our liability shall be excluded to the extent that your failure has caused or
aggravated your loss.
5.5. GHN is not Responsible or Liable for Your Visit
The contractual relationship with respect to your visit at the respective Site will
exist exclusively between you and the Operator (see clause 1.2). Therefore,
GHN cannot be held liable or responsible for the (im)possibility, procedure,
content or quality of your visit. GHN also disclaims any warranty or liability with
respect to the completeness and correctness of the information given in our
Web Shop with respect to the individual Sites (see clause 2.3).
5.6. Liability
GHN shall be liable for damages, whether based on contract or on any other
legal ground, only to the extent that the damage was caused by gross
negligence or willful misconduct imputable to GHN. In the event of death of a
natural person or personal injury to the latter, GHN shall be liable also for
ordinary negligence in accordance with statutory law. In addition, GHN shall
also be liable in accordance with statutory law for any negligent violation of a
Fundamental Duty under the contract, but such liability shall be limited to such
damage as GHN could have reasonably foreseen at the time of conclusion of
the contract.
“Fundamental Duty” as used herein comprises all duties which must be fulfilled
by GHN in order to enable consummation of the contract and the achievement
of its purposes and the fulfillment of which the Customer may reasonably expect
in view of the content and purposes of the contract such as the duty to
consummate the contract in a timely manner and a manner which does not
endanger the life or health or personal property of the Customer and affiliated
persons.
Due to the nature of data communication on the internet, such communication
cannot be guaranteed to be uninterrupted and error-free. We therefore cannot
accept any liability for damages caused by interruptions in the availability of the
Web Shop.
Any mandatory liability under the Product Liability Act and/or arising from a
guarantee of properties of products shall remain unaffected.

This clause 5.6 shall not be construed to shift the statutory burden of proof in
any way.
5.7. Governing Law
Our contractual relationship shall be subject to the laws of the Federal Republic
of Germany. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods (CISG) shall not apply. If, at the time the contract is concluded,
your habitual residence is in a member state of the European Economic Area
other than Germany, mandatory statutory protective provisions of your state of
habitual residence shall remain unaffected by the choice of German law.
5.8. Out-of-Court Resolution of Disputes
Please note that Regulation (EU) No. 524/2013 provides for dispute resolution
procedures which are available as an alternative to litigation in court. You can
find more details on these procedures in Regulation (EU) No. 524/2013 and on
the following website: http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr.
We are under a statutory obligation to state our e-mail address. This is:
info@neuschwanstein-hotels.de.
We always strive to resolve any disputes which may arise in our customer
relationship amicably. However, we are not obligated to participate in
proceedings for the out-of-court resolution of disputes before an alternative
dispute resolution entity for consumer claims, and, to our regret, we cannot offer
our participation in such proceedings.

Hohenschwangau, December 2018
Grandhotel Neuschwanstein GmbH

